DESCRIPTION OF CORNER MONUMENT:
GLO 1879 SET POST AND MKD. 2 BT:
A. 40' FIR, N. 22° E, 1600 LKS.
B. 36' FIR, S. 4° E, 248 LKS.
SEC. CARD 2-17-37 TB58P2

I describe bearing trees or other official accessories found:
At a point 4.50 CHAINS West of a CREEK running
South as in GLO Notes, I found 40' SNAG, N. 22° E, 3000 LKS.
And a 36' SNAG, S. 4° E, 2480 LKS. As in ORG GLO Notes.
Both snags are badly decayed and burnt eliminating any scribe marks.

I describe corner location relative to nearby features, also how to reach corner:
I put signs on both snags marked "Probable"
BT. L. Whitmore, 2-17-69.

At possible corner point I set 2X2 SQUARED.

Filing:
Division: 25
Quarter: 35
Date: 7100-52 (3/68)

REWIITNESS:

I SET

3" x 3" Post N.W. feet

Hat Section S. E.

NEW ACCESSORY:

COMMENTS:

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

DATE:

* = County corner tag affixed.